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he manifestation of creativity for efflores-

imaginary is considered as the origin of creation

cence of potential personal capabilities and
talents is a thing that many of the new age poIi-

and recreation .But creativity, will be decreased
considerably by the growing up of the child. Now,

cymakers, peoples, managers and societies have
paid attention to it. The modern psychology,in dif-

if a grown up artist can enjoy the creativity Jll)d
imagine'of a child and by executive capabilities of

ferent ways drives the thirsty man to the inn~.'" inner adult and expediency of inner parent, he
-can access efflorescence in creative and creation
calm waters and tries to help the rebellious ~n
reach the restful coast. The new age, encourage.~ process. This connection is not possible for a
the man to reach self- prosperity, discovering of ~generation, unless establishing a communication
talents, and entering in a creativity road. The
artists try creating a modern art in their own
unique styles. Most of the scientists believe that
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with inner child. This child, alwa~ is with us, is
an integral part of us, and residing in our inner
part. A magic child is in us, and to reach the cre-

the creative process somehow relates to the

<;itivitytime, we should connect to it, to an inno-

intact inner of each human, which Eric Berne
called it the inner child .Therefore there is a child
beyond each creative process, It is ubiquitous.
But having communication with this part is not

cent and pure section in our inner part. This is a
child which is the essence of love, the holly child,
the'~acred child. Discovering of this inner child is
in fact discovering the gate of soul and spirit. The

always possible. It requires an inner discovering
and search and a travel to unconsciousness of

more we are close to this part; the connection is
deeper and wisest. The soul of our inner child

human, a travel which like any travel requires its
own conditions, and a travel for which a man is

directs us to the divine essence, to our God, to
our inner God, and conducts us to the road of cre-

not always ready to go. Many of the theoreticians
believe that "creativity" is an intimate and spiritu-

ation, and opens our eyes to our creative inner
source to create.

al entity and accessing it depends on having an
intact ego _Therefore, according to Quran,
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when I have fashioned him and breathed into him
of My spirit, then fall down before him prostrate"
, it's originated from the spirit of God, who is the
origin of creation. This is a discovering travel for
entrance of spirit, the inner child, and the moment
of connection and communication to the essence
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and nature of human being. In other view, the
child by his extrasensory perceptions and fruitful
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